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Abstract of the Thesis
Performance Evaluation of a Resource Discovery Service
by
Jue Wang
Master of Science in Computer Science
Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH
October, 2004
Professor David Kotz, Chair
In a pervasive computing environment, the number and variety of resources (services,
devices, and contextual information resources) make it necessary for applications to accu-
rately discover the best ones quickly. Thus a resource-discovery service, which locates spe-
cific resources and establishes network connections as better resources become available,
is necessary for those applications. The performance of the resource-discovery service is
important when the applications are in a dynamic and mobile environment. In this thesis,
however, we do not focus on the resource- discovery technology itself, but the evaluation
of the scalability and mobility of the resource discovery module in Solar, a context fusion
middleware. Solar has a naming service that provides resource discovery, since the re-
source names encode static and dynamic attributes. The results of our experiments show
that Solar’s resource discovery performed generally well in a typical dynamic environment,
although Solar can not be scaled as well as it should. And we identify the implementation
issues related to that problem. We also discuss experience, insights, and lessons learned
from our quantitative analysis of the experiment results.
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Today, computer scientists are trying to conceive a new way of thinking about computers in
the world, one that takes into account the natural human environment and allows the com-
puters themselves to vanish into the background. The idea of integrating computers seam-
lessly into the world is often calledpervasive computing, orubiquitous computing[31, 14].
Although some authors identify a difference between pervasive computing and ubiquitous
computing (pervasive computing aims to make information available everywhere while
ubiquitous computing requires information to be available everywhere [24, 36]), we treat
the two terms synonymously for the purpose of this thesis. The essence of pervasive com-
puting is for computers to fit the human environment, instead of forcing humans to enter
machine’s environment [40, 30]. More practically, pervasive computing is the harnessing of
many small, cheap computational devices that are present in users’ physical environments,
including the home, office and elsewhere. The term “ubiquitous” is intended to suggest
that small computing devices will eventually become common in most everyday objects.
Although the hardware was impossible to achieve when the concepts were proposed in the
early nineties, current technologies for device miniaturization and heterogeneous wireless
networks have led increasingly to the integration of small and portable devices, and have
1
thus led to a much better position to pursue pervasive computing research.
Pervasive computing is promising but impractical, however, unless we can solve the
following problem. A pervasive-computing environment is so rich with information, and
the user is continually interacting with a changing set of nearby computers or other devices
and thus could be easily overwhelmed. To gracefully integrate a computation and commu-
nication saturated environment with human users, pervasive-computing applications need
to becontext-aware; that is, the applications must be aware of and adapt to the situation in
which they are running to avoid exposing unnecessary information and complexity to end
users.
The definition ofcontexttends to be vague, however, because everything in the world
happens in a certain context [4]. The term has been used in many ways in different areas of
computer science, such as “context-sensitive help”, “contextual search”, or “multitasking
context switch”. Here we focus on the context used by applications in mobile comput-
ing. Not satisfied by a general definition, some researchers divide context into several
aspects [32]:
• computing context, such as network connectivity, communication costs, and commu-
nication bandwidth;
• user context, such as the user’s profile, location, people nearby, even the current
social situation;
• physical context, such as lighting, noise levels, traffic conditions, and temperature;
• time context, such as time of a day, week, or month and season of the year.
In this thesis, we use a loose definition of context from the point of view of applications.
Lieberman and Selker [21] define context to be any input other than the explicit input and
2
Figure 1.1: Context is defined as implicit input to applications.
output, as shown in Figure1.1, where explicit input is the user’s intentional action such as
key strokes and mouse clicks.
Applications typically derive their context information (implicit input) from physical
sensors and online information sources. These applications often run on portable but
resource-constrained devices including:
• laptop computers;
• portable devices, including personal digital assistants (PDAs), mobile phones, pagers,
video cameras, and digital cameras;
• networked sensors, such as location sensors that track the location of a devices and
users, and environment sensors that provide some environmental situation around
this sensor like temperature or humidity; and
• devices embedded in appliances such as washing machines, hi-fi systems, cars and
refrigerators.
3
Figure 1.2: Many kinds of devices can work and provide resources in a pervasive comput-
ing environment. Here pervasive computing middleware is a platform for context before it
is delivered to the user’s application.
Figure1.2shows that many kinds of devices provide resources for the user in a perva-
sive computing environment.
Various devices produce information that might be useful as context, but the format,
scope, or accuracy of the data may not be appropriate for the applications to use directly.
Each device only has a limited view of the world and the hardware itself may be error-
prone. Since only with a reasonably-accurate context can applications be confident to make
adaptation decisions, the conversion of raw data into high-level context information, such as
the user’s current activity, is a requirement. The conversion from raw sensor data to higher-
level understanding might involve simple filtering based on a value match, or sophisticated
data correlation and machine-learning techniques. This process is calledontext fusion. In
addition, it is necessary to enable applications to easily discover the necessary information
sources; hence the need for a resource discovery service.
A resource-discoveryservice may monitor a resource’s states and user’s needs or re-
evaluate accessible alternatives, and provide users the desired context information by estab-
lishing or rebinding network connections. Our research goal is not the resource-discovery
4
technology itself, but the evaluation of resource discovery performance because latency
and scalability are important features of any practical pervasive computing system.
In this chapter, we first introduce the concept of pervasive computing middleware since
resource discovery is a module in such middleware. Then we present an overview of the
thesis.
1.1 Pervasive computing middleware
Generally, apervasive computing middlewareis an infrastructure to process raw data and
dispatch them to specific applications in a pervasive computing environment. The middle-
ware processes raw data by fusing multiple incoming resource streams and thus improves
the quality of computed context [9, 17, 13, 19, 33]. While it may be possible to integrate
all sensors on a single platform for a particular application, such as an augmented mobile
phone [34], we are concerned about larger scenarios, with distributed sensors and mul-
tiple applications on different devices that may benefit from the aggregation of multiple
resources. These context-aware applications require customized context tailored to their
needs and also demand a resource-discovery scheme to locate the most relevant informa-
tion sources quickly in a changing environment.
In this thesis, we use an integrated pervasive computing middleware, Solar. It is an
infrastructure with two kinds of clients:sensorsas data sources andapplicationsas data
sinks. We provide more information about Solar in Chapter2. In this section, we introduce
the general features of Solar by examples.
Solar has two prototypes, both implemented in Java [3]. Both prototypes adopted an
operator composition programming model [5] (an operator is an independent data process-
ing module that takes one or more data sources as input and acts as another data source.)
The first implemented prototype had a centralized architecture for simplicity [39], and suc-
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cessfully achieved flexible data-fusion customization. To scale to a large number of ap-
plications and sensors, the second prototype was designed after experience with the first
version, including an analysis of a sensor environment [7], performance and interoperabil-
ity [41, 42], and the security and access control design [23, 25]. The second prototype had
a fully distributed and self-organized architecture, including the resource discovery scheme
we evaluated in this thesis.
1.2 Motivation
A resource-discovery servicefinds the available alternatives, and binds or rebinds clients
to services as better alternatives become available. A detailed definition of Solar’s resource
discovery service is discussed in the next chapter.
Basically, a resource-discovery service should achieve three main goals: (1) handle
sophisticated resource descriptions and query patterns; (2) handle mobility and dynamism
in the pervasive computing environment, including changes of resource location, resource
description and network attachment point; and (3) scale to a large number of distributed
resources.
Little research exists that focuses on these performance characteristics of resource-
discovery services. Many of these systems have addressed limited combinations of these
properties and many resource-discovery schemes have been designed primarily for small
networks, or for networks where dynamic updates are relatively uncommon or infrequent
(e.g., DNS [27]).
Applications that are used in a mobile scenario (where the number of resources can
change quickly and updates are common) require a resource-discovery component that can
support a highly dynamicname space. For example, applications used in disaster-response
scenarios where medical , fire and law enforcement personnel people might use such mobile
6
Figure 1.3: A disaster scenario. Some mobile sensors distributed at the disaster scene report
the current situation to the local central commander, through a resource-discovery system.
The commander manages this emergency and dispatches the rescue units.
devices for situational awareness. A typical scenario is illustrated by Figure1.3.
Image that a fire is caused by some electronic equipment in a high-rise apartment build-
ing located in a high-density downtown. At the scene of a disaster, rescue workers might
wear helmets with small attached cameras and a wireless network interface. All these cam-
eras communicate wirelessly with a pervasive computing middleware, which advertises the
cameras as resources. If these cameras are named according to their location, a local com-
mander can manage the emergency with the assistance of the cameras. He may request
photographs of a particular area by selecting cameras whose name (location) matches the
area of interest, monitor the current situation on the scene and dispatch the rescuers on
various assignments. In this scenario, the resource names may be added or deleted after
the new rescue units are dispatched to the scene or withdrawn from the scene. A camera’s
name may change whenever its location changes, e.g., because it is attached to a rescue ve-
hicle or personnel. Here the resource discovery system plays the key role because it must
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quickly allow the commander to locate and subscribe to information resources relevant to
the situation, and reflect any changes in the state of the resource.
This example helps us to understand that for some applications, it is important for a
resource discovery service to support a highly dynamic name space, although some ap-
plications may use more slowly changing resources. Thus we set out to evaluate Solar’s
capability to handle a large and dynamic name space.
1.3 Problem scope
The main theme of this thesis is to evaluate the performance of a resource-discovery ser-
vice on a large-scale context-fusion middleware with a highly dynamic name space. Any
resource-discovery service must perform well in five ways. First, the service must work
stably in most normal situations. Second, it should be flexible to application-specific cus-
tomization and personalization. Third, it should be scalable to handle a large number of
sensors, devices, applications, and users. Fourth, it should support dynamic resource at-
tributes since some devices change their locations or states often. Finally, it should be
robust enough to achieve some degree of self-management by automatically monitoring
and recovering node failures. There are many ways to measure a system; our central prob-
lem is to measure the performance of this service’s ability to scale given a highly dynamic
pervasive-computing environment. That is, our research focuses on the evaluation of scal-
ability in response to the number of components and their mobility.
A breakdown of our major research questions follows:
• Since we are interested in performance and scalability, we must build an environment
containing a large quantity of resources in which many change their locations or
states often. How do we simulate the dynamic environment with enough authenticity,
and how do we scale the workload realistically?
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• After building the environment, we must determine how to measure scalability. That
is, what metrics are suitable? Perhaps latency, throughput, memory consumption,
network bandwidth consumption, disk space consumption, or others. Even after
choosing the metrics, how do we measure them precisely?
• How do we design experiments to measure the performance metrics under the desired
workload so that the measurements do not perturb the system?
Throughout this thesis, we strive to answer these questions, and to measure and interpret
the performance of Solar’s resource-discovery service.
1.4 Outline of thesis
This thesis begins with a general introduction to resource discovery, then introduces Solar
in Chapter2. Then we present detailed experiment designs under different metrics in dif-
ferent scenarios, and our experimental environment, in Chapter3. In Chapter4 we report
our experimental results and discuss their significance. In Chapter5, we survey and discuss




In this chapter, we first define and explain the concepts of name service and of resource
discovery. Then we briefly discuss Solar’s operator composition and its resource discovery
module.
2.1 Name service and resource discovery
Pervasive computing leads to numerous networked devices and thus to a challenge for
applications: how to locate a particular network resource out of hundreds or thousands of
accessible resources. Aresourceis an entity wishing to be discovered by applications. It
can be a service, a device, or a piece of information. There may be only one resource, but at
times there are many, and users want to find the one that meets their needs. So designating a
particular resource by a unique name can be useful for identifying the desired instance. For
example, a name in the form of a URL is needed to access a specific web page. Processes
can not share particular resources managed by a computer system unless they can name
the resources uniquely and consistently. Similarly, users can not communicate with one
another through a distributed system unless they can name one another, for example, with
10
an email address.
We say that a name isresolvedwhen it is translated into data about the named resource
or object, often in order to invoke an action upon it. The association between a name and
an object is called abinding.
A name might contain information about the object that it names; for example, it might
contain information about the location of the object. There are several ways to represent
names, for example, a string, a path, or a set of attributes. A string name often has no strict
structure. For example, a temperature sensor in Sudikoff room 210 can be represented as
[temperature210]. A path name, however, is described from the root to a leaf in the tree
that defines a name space. The temperature sensor might thus be [/Sudikoff/2F/210/temp-
sensor]. The third alternative has less structure than a tree: a name is a set of attributes.
An attribute represents the value of a property associated with an object, and consists of
a value and a tag. The above temperature sensor might be named [sensor=temperature,
room=210, floor=2, building=Sudikoff].
After explaining these basic terms, we may define a “resource-discovery service”. First
consider the difference between “name service” and “discovery service” [11, 12]. We can
use a specific name to seek a particular resource; we also can use some descriptive attributes
to achieve the same goal. Sometimes clients do not know the name of a particular entity
that they seek, but they do have some information that describes it. Or the client requires
a service and knows some of the characteristics that the required service must have. Based
on different means of identification, name service and discovery service have a subtle dif-
ference. Name services use a complete name as identification. Discovery services may
use any attributes as identification. Discovery services are sometimes calledyel ow-page
services, and conventional name services are correspondingly calledwhite-page services,
in an obvious analogy with the different types of telephone directories. Discovery services
are also sometimes known asttribute-based name services. Consider an example based
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on this analogy. If we want to buy a car, we may search a telephone book to contact a car
agent. Using a white-page service, we have to remember the name of some specific car
agent, say Miller Automobile Co., and then we use the name to find the desired data, like
telephone number, store location and open hours. Using a yellow-page service, we need
only a descriptive attribute, such as automobile sales, and then we may find a section in
the yellow pages where all the local car agents are listed with names, telephone numbers,
and store locations. By using this descriptive attribute, not the name itself, we get all the
desired information.
2.1.1 Name service
A name servicestores a collection of one or morecontexts– sets of bindings between
textual names and attributes for objects. The major operation that a name service supports
is to resolve a name tributes) from a given name. Operations are also required for creating
new bindings, deleting bindings, listing bound names, and adding and deleting contexts.
Two main concepts for name services are name spaces and name resolution. Here we
provide only general descriptions of these concepts.
A name spaceis the collection of all valid names recognized by a particular service. For
a name to be valid means that the service will attempt to look it up, even though that name
may prove not to correspond to any object – to be unbound. Names may have an internal
structure that represents their position in a hierarchical name space, or in an organizational
hierarchy. The most advantage of hierarchical name spaces is that each part of a name
is resolved relative to a separate context, and the same name may be used with different
meanings in different contexts.Name resolutionis an iterative process whereby a name
is repeatedly presented to naming contexts. A naming context either maps a given name
onto a set of primitive attributes directly, or it maps it onto a further naming context and a
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derived name to be presented to that context. To resolve a name, it is first presented to some
initial naming context; resolution iterates as long as further contexts and derived names are
output. Hierarchical file path names are an example; each directory is a separate context
explored along the path.
2.1.2 Resource discovery service
In a name service, which stores a collection of<name, attributes> pairs, the attributes
from a particular object are looked up for a given name. In a discovery service, attributes
are used to look up resources. That is, we use some descriptive attributes, other than a
complete name, to look up the desired objects. In these services, the “names” may be just
another attribute.
A discovery servicestores the collections of bindings between names and attributes and
can look up entries that match attribute-based specifications. A discovery service returns
attributes of any object found to match some specified attributes. So for example, the query
“Telephone = 603-646-8614” might return [“Name = Jue Wang”, “Telephone = 603-646-
8614”, “Email = jue.wang@dartmouth.edu”]. The client may specify that only a subset of
the attributes is of interest – for example, just the email address of matching objects.
Attributes are clearly more powerful than names as designators of objects: programs
can be written to select objects according to precise attribute specifications where names
might not be known. Another advantage of attributes is that they do not expose the structure
of organizations to the outside world, as do organizationally partitioned names, although the
relative simplicity of use of textual names makes them unlikely to be thoroughly replaced
by attribute-based naming in many applications. The Intentional Naming System [1], a re-
source discovery and service location system for dynamic and mobile networks of devices
and computers, emphasizes the use of descriptive attributes for resources. Then applica-
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Figure 2.1: The basic classification of resource discovery services. Grey solid lines and
arrows are probes, and blue dashed line and arrows are advertisement. On the other side,
blue solid arrows represent a query to a centralized directory and grey dashed arrows are
queries to a distributed directory.
tions may contact desired resources by describing the destination (i.e., their intent), not
naming the destination (i.e., not host name).
2.1.3 Basic classification
Using resource discovery, hundreds or thousands of resources can register descriptions, and
clients can compose queries to locate these resources. There are many resource discovery
schemes. They can be roughly classified into four basic classes according to the protocols
they use [29, 15]: probing or advertising, and centralized or distributed directory. Here
Figure2.1 illustrates the classification.
Mobile devices wishing to discover resources in the environment can either passively
listen to advertisements by other resources in the system or can actively probe the network
with periodic discovery messages. Some people favor probing over advertisements because
in an advertisement-based system the scope and frequency of the messages generated by
a resource to advertise itself to the system can not be adjusted to suit the requirements
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of any single client application. Furthermore, with resource advertisements arriving asyn-
chronously at different frequencies from various resources, there may be excessive load on
the network or on clients. From a design point of view, however, an advertisement-based
system has the advantage that every change in resources will be immediately advertised to
the system so that the clients can adapt the changes quickly without much delay.
Resources can be registered in a centralized or distributed directory. A centralized
directory avoids query broadcasts and is simple, but it may not scale well. A distributed
discovery direction may scale to a large number of resources and applications in a pervasive
computing environment, but there is some overhead to keep the directory state consistent
with the (often-changing) properties of resources.
2.1.4 Solar’s choice
Solar represents names as a set of attributes for two reasons. While a hierarchical tree
structure produces concise names and is easy to traverse and explore, the conventions
used to structure the tree are likely stricter and harder to extend than those in a set of at-
tributes, which may make the tree less attractive in a dynamic ubicomp environment. On the
other hand, attribute-based names allow partial matches, e.g., [sensor=temperature, build-
ing=Sudikoff]. Although tree-based names may allow the same effect, e.g., [/Sudikoff/*/temp-
sensor/], the syntax could be awkward. The Solar designers chose attribute-based names to
allow much more flexibility in the structure of the name space.
2.2 Solar’s architecture
Solar [8], a context-fusion infrastructure for pervasive computing, uses an advertising-
based distributed directory; nodes in the context-fusion network collaborate as peers to
distribute resource information and to resolve queries. It allows context-aware applications
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to select distributed data sources and compose them with customized data-fusion operators
into a directed acyclic information-flow graph. Using the filter-and-pipe [35] style, multi-
ple graphs by different applications interconnect with each other to form a globaloperator
graph. This approach allows two kinds of re-use: code-based reuse that allows applica-
tions to import existing modules from documented libraries, and instance-based reuse that
allows applications to discover and use an already deployed data-fusion component. An
illustration is in Figure2.2.
First we define some terms from Solar [6]. A filter is an “operator” and a pipe is a
“channel.” A contextual information resource, whether sensing physical properties such
as location or computational properties such as network bandwidth,publishesraw data in
eventsto anapplication through Solar. An application sends aquery to Solar to request
specific resources. Solar consists of a set of functionally equivalent hosts, namedPlan-
ets, which host operators and peer together to form a service overlay using a peer-to-peer
protocol (specifically Pastry [28]). A resource may connect to any Planet to advertise its
availability and an application may send its queries to any Planet to select resources and
supply data-fusion operators. A Planet is an execution platform for operators, and it is
responsible for tracking subscriptions, which is a continuous query, and delivering events
in the operator graph. Thus each Planet is a peer node in a context-fusion network and all
Planets are functionally equivalent.
2.3 Resource Discovery scheme in Solar
In this section, we introduce the name processing procedure and the different query types
in Solar.
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Figure 2.2: The structure of Solar. Here the grey circles are Planets, which are software
virtual machines running on the workstations. Here the little black dots are operators,
which are data processing modules. Events flow from resources though operators on the
Planets, to provide context information to the applications.
2.3.1 Name processing in Solar
Solar’s resource discovery mechanism is similar to INS/Twine [2], though using the Pastry
routing protocol. In the Patry protocol each Planet is a peer and is given a random numeric
key; a message with a given key is routed by Pastry to the Planet whose own key is close
to the message’s key.
Solar allows resources to advertise their existence by registering a name, and appli-
cations to discover resources by querying a name. We first define the name specification
format and then describe Solar’s resource (name) discovery scheme.
A name specificationis a set of attributes, each of which has a tag string and a value
string. Resources use name specifications to define their name; applications use a name
specification to query for matching names. For example, the advertisement
[sensor= printer, class= color, building= Sudikoff, room= 020]
has four attributes; for the first attribute, the tag is “sensor” and the value is “printer.” The
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query
[sensor = printer, building= Sudikoff]
matches the above name because all attributes of the query exist in that advertisement name,
with the same values.
For flexibility, Solar allows both flat attributes and hierarchical ones. For example,
an attribute-based name can be flat as [sensor=printer, class=color, building=Sudikoff,
room=002] or hierarchical as [sensor=printer, class=color, building= Sudikoff [room=002]].
Solar splits the name into several name strands. Every path from the root to a leaf is a name
strand. Each name strand is hashed to a key; the fullname is sent to the Planet with the
closest key. If a name is split into several strands, it will be duplicated and saved on sev-
eral matching Planets depending on the hash keys of its strands. For example, consider the
above advertisement name; Figure2.3shows the process flow.
As in the example above, a name matches a query if the query’s strands are a subset
of the name’s strands. By hashing each of the query’s strands and looking on the Planets
identified by those keys, the query can be checked against every name containing a strand
that also hashed to that key. Thus, Solar’s directory is distributed among all Planets. The
name directories on Planets are different but overlapping.
2.3.2 Different queries in Solar
There are two kinds of queries: a continuous query or a one-time query. To distinguish
between them, we call the first onesubscribeand the second onequery. A subscription
is a persistent query with a long time expiration so the directory will actively notify the
querying entity about any changes in names that match the name specification. Thus we
reduce the overhead of looking up names frequently, especially when monitoring resources
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Figure 2.3: The process flow on how Solar saves a name. An advertisement name first is
translated into a name tree, then split into two name strands. The two name strands are
hashed to two keys, and mapped to two Planets with similar keys. Thus the name is saved
on those two Planets with two copies; and both copies are the same.
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Figure 2.4: Resources R and applications A may connect to any Planet P. At time t, two
resources R1 and R2 advertised and registered their name with Solar. Then Application A1
sent a subscription to Solar and Application A2 sent a query to Solar. A1 and A2 received
the responses from Solar. Later, at time t*, Resource R1 moved and updated its name with
Solar; A1 received the Response* automatically but A2 did not.





In this chapter, we define the scope of our experiments and the metrics we measure, design
the name generator, and identify the key parameters. We also introduce our experimental
platform including its hardware configuration and network environment.
3.1 Experiment scope
We begin with a discussion of five challenges we face in designing an experiment. We
then identify our primary goals for these experiments, and describe four aspects of our
experimental design.
3.1.1 Five challenges
There are five basic challenges to be addressed to provide the resource-discovery service
in a context fusion network (CFN), given a heterogeneous and volatile ubiquitous environ-
ment.
• Stability: a resource-discovery system in a CFN should work stably in normal situa-
tions.
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• Flexibility: a resource-discovery system in a CFN must be flexible. It must allow de-
ployment of well-known context services with both application-specific customiza-
tion and user-specific personalization.
• Scalability: a resource-discovery service in a CFN must be scalable to handle a large
number of sensors, devices, applications, and users. It should be easy to increase the
service capacity to handle the increased load as necessary.
• Mobility: a resource-discovery service must explicitly support mobility, both at the
physical and logical level. A moving device connecting to a CFN may traverse both
geographic and network boundaries. Also a CFN may automatically migrate some
mobile devices to balance the system load or to use the bandwidth more efficiently.
Another form of logical mobility includes attribute changes, such as a printer that
re-advertises itself to the resource discovery system after changing its working state
from idle to busy. The termdynamicsmay be better to refer to name changes that
result from physical movement or other logical changes in the device; both have the
same effect on a resource-discovery system. For consistency, we still usemobility in
this thesis.
• Robustness: the overall complexity of a pervasive environment requires a resource-
discovery system to be robust yet require minimum user intervention. A dependable
resource discovery system must be to some degree self-managed. That is, it may pro-
actively monitor node failures, automatically recover lost components and garbage
collect application-specific fusion components that are no longer in use.
Those five goals challenge every context-fusion system in a pervasive environment. In
this thesis, however, we focus on the scalability of the resource-discovery service, espe-
cially in a dynamic environment. And we focus more on the speed than on the accuracy,
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flexibility, or reliability of the name service.
We consider four aspects of our experiments. First, Solar is a distributed context-fusion
network in a pervasive computing environment, and all the nodes (Planets) work collabo-
ratively. Accordingly, we should vary the number of Planets. Second, to simulate various
dynamic scenarios, we must consider different name actions, i.e., to insert various names,
to submit various queries, or to change names frequently. Thus, the experiments can be di-
vided into three types: 1) name additions, 2) name changes and 3) name queries. Third, the
request distribution may have an impact on performance. In particular, a uniform request
distribution may behave differently than a burst distribution. Fourth, we are interested in
how the system performance varies when handling both long and short names; recall that
a name with multiple strands will be saved on multiple Planets. Since every Planet needs
time to communicate with other collaborative Planets, we expect that names with more
strands can affect the processing time and system overall performance.
We describe each of these four aspects of our experiments in the following subsections,
although in the experiments multiple aspects were involved at the same time.
3.1.2 Number of Planets
We experimented with a low, medium, and high number of Planets separately. Although
Solar can run multiple Planet instances on one host, we ran one Planet per host so that the
computation and network resources scale in proportion with the number of Planets. Below
we describe how we use “generators” to create a synthetic workload. We ensure that each
Planet is assigned the same number of generators to ensure equitable load for every Planet.
For example, we assigned 30 generators as follows: six for each of 5 Planets, three for each
of 10 Planets or two for each of 15 Planets.
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3.1.3 Different name action
To simulate scalable and dynamic scenarios, we may create plenty of different names and
queries to simulate the situation that resources send their names to Solar for advertisement
and applications send queries or subscriptions to Solar for desired resources. Then, we
change the name content to simulate the situation that the resource moves geographically
or changes status physically. Thus, these three kinds of experiments are all scalability
experiments, and the second one is motivated by dynamic environments.
• Generating name additions: to simulate an environment with many resources, we
need to generate plenty of name additions.
• Generating name updates: as we discussed above, names change due to changes in
the location or state of a resource that wishes to reflect location or state in its name.
• Generating name queries: we simulated the application behavior by generating plenty
of name queries and measuring the performance changes when we vary the query
rate.
In particular, the second case includes following situations:
1. A name is updated by changing the value for some attributes because of geographi-
cal location changes. For example,[sensor = camera, building = Sudikoff, room =
020, accessibility = public]=⇒ [sensor = camera, building = Sudikoff, room = 001,
accessibility = public].
2. A name is updated by changing the value for some attributes because the resource’s
status changes. For example,[sensor = camera, building = Sudikoff, room = 020,
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accessibility = public]=⇒ [sensor = camera, building = Sudikoff, room = 020, ac-
cessibility = private].
3. A resource disappears from the CFN and did not return before the expiration time in
Solar’s directory. Thus, Solar deletes the name from its directory.
4. A resource disappears from the CFN for a while and returns before the expiration
time in Solar’s directory. Thus, Solar extends the expiration deadline for this name.
The first two cases can be simulated by changing names, with different frequencies. In
our current system, we did not simulate the last two cases.
3.1.4 Request distribution
When we scale the request rate to test the scalability, the request volume per unit time is not
the only concern; request distribution is another problem. A uniform distribution is a gentle
way to distribute the load; a bursty distribution is much tougher than uniform because all
requests come in short bursts. To make it more realistic, we also consider an exponential
distribution.
3.1.5 Number of strands
Because of the structure of Solar’s distributed directory, we varied the number of name
strands. We experimented with a variety of name sizes, choosing a number of name strands
between 1 and 100.
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One challenge arising from the different name strand numbers was to generate realistic
names; it is hard to create a practical name with 100 name strands. So, for large names,
we let names have simple content, although losing some realism. More details are in Sec-
tion 4.3.
3.2 Metrics
Since we care about the speed of resource-discovery, we used three basic metrics:name
addition latency, name update latencyandname lookup latency, both shown in Figure3.1.
Name addition latency is the time to communicate a name from its resource to its final
destination (the applications with a subscription matching the new name). It consists of
sending a name to Planet, processing the name in Solar and delivering a message to the
destination application. (We assume that there are always subscribing applications, for the
purpose of this metric.)
Name update latency is the time to update a name change from its resource to its des-
tination (the applications with a subscription matching the new name). It consists of unad-
vertising the old name, Solar deleting the old entry in the name directory, sending a new
name to Planet, processing the name update in Solar and delivering a message to the des-
tination application. (We assume that there are always subscribing applications, for the
purpose of this metric.)
Name lookup latency is the time to send a query to Solar, look up the name in the
resource directory, and send back a response to the application that sent the query.
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Figure 3.1: The definition of the metrics. The left squares are resources, and the right
rectangles are applications with subscriptions. In this example, name addition latency is
represented by the black solid arrows fromRA andAppA, name update latency is repre-
sented by grey solid arrows fromRB andAppB, and name query latency is represented by
black dash arrows which is round-trip. A curved line means it may route through several
Planets in Solar.
3.3 Generator design
To generate name updates, name additions, and name queries realistically, we wrote two
programs capable of acting like a resource or application client to Solar. Version 1 simu-
lated practical names with realistic name content and Version 2 generates names or queries
with a large number of strands but without practical name content.
In this section, we present the Version 1 generator design, and discuss the difference
between name templates and names in Section 3.3.1. Then we discuss some details about
value assignment for names from the Version 1 generator in Section 3.3.2. Then we intro-
duce the Version 2 generators briefly in Section 3.3.3.
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3.3.1 Name generator (Version 1)
We usename generatorsto simulate resources andquery generatorsto simulate the appli-
cations. A name generator has two layers. The first layer creates a name template, which is
a set of attributes without values. The second layer fills in the template by assigning every
attribute a reasonable value, and then publishes the name to Solar. Every name template is
built with several existing attributes and sub-attributes, e.g.,
[sensor= printer [class= ], building= Sudikoff [room= ],
others= accessibility [class= ]].
Here the name template has three attributes and every attribute has its own sub-attributes
without any specified value. After filling an assigned value, a complete name advertises the
resource in its current state, as follows:
[sensor= printer [class= color], building= Sudikoff [room= 020],
others= accessibility [class = public]].
Thus, by separating the name template creation and the name value assignment, we
can create names automatically and at the same time generate name updates easily. We
generate the names with attributes as follows.
• Resource entity: the moving resource may be a digital video camera, a digital still
camera, a portable personal computer, a PDA, an IP phone, a location sensor, or
an environmental sensor. Every kind of resource has some different sub-features.
Without losing universality, we use four kinds of resources. They are printer, camera,
location sensor, environmental sensor. The sub-features for the printer are type (color
or gray), for the camera are type (still or video), for the location sensor are badge ID
(values from 0000 to 1000) and collector ID (values from 000 to 1000), and for the
environmental sensor are type (temperature or humidity).
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Figure 3.2: The attribute hierarchy for a name. A solid arrow represents an “and” relation
between the attributes. A dashed arrows represents an “or” relation between attributes.
• Resource location: the location includes building (Sudikoff, Moore and Collis) and
room number (1 to 20).
• Other features: some other features like the accessibility and resource state are rep-
resentative. The resource might be open to the public, or just for private access; the
resource state can be “busy” or “idle.”
Every name template fits in the hierarchy in Figure3.2.
Based on this attribute hierarchy, every name template has three kinds of features. The
first one is sensor entity, the second one is location and the last one is other features. Every
kind of feature has an attribute and a sub-attribute. The assignor fills attributes with a value
that is randomly chosen with a uniform distribution across its range, leading to a large
number of potential names.
(2 + 2+ 1000* 100 + 2) * (20 + 20 + 20)* (2 + 2) = 24,001,440
Since queries have the same format as names, a query generator is almost the same as
a name generator except that queries may not include the full attribute hierarchy and thus a
partial matching may happen.
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Figure 3.3: A name structure based on the name content hierarchy.
3.3.2 Name value reassignment
We needed to generate name updates to simulate the situation that resources are moved (or
change state) frequently. Consider the example in Figure3.3; we decompose it on a tree.
The name (or query) has three attributes, thus three sub-trees. Every attribute has a
sub-attribute, thus two layers. A name template is the tree without all leaf nodes, which
is the first layer. A name is the whole tree, including the values at leaf nodes. We assign
every template a unique ID for identification. Then the second layer assigns values in this
template and publishes it to Solar.
Note that we do not allow two values consecutively assigned to be the same. For exam-
ple (Figure3.4), a device exists at location A att1, then moves from A to B att2, and comes
back from B to A att3. The name produced from the device att1 may be same as the one
at t3. Actually, this situation seems likely to often in a pervasive computing environment.
3.3.3 Name generator (Version 2)
When we do experiments with names that have a large number of strands we need a differ-
ent name generator. The Version 2 name generator can build names with a large number
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Figure 3.4: An illustration for name reassignment.
of strands but with no concern for realistic content. Thus the attributes are not hierarchical
and a name looks like:
[attribute1 = value1, attribute2 = value2, . . . , attributen = valuen]
N attributes will be divided into n name strands; every name strand is a copy to be
processed. If a Planet receives multiple copies for one name, it will do multiple operations.
For example, if we have a name with 100 name strands, then 100 copies, for 10 Planets.
On average each Planet receives 10 copies, and each Planet will process 10 for each name
addition, query, or update.
3.4 Key parameters
We used several parameters in our experiments. For clarity, we arrange them in Table3.1
and explain them briefly here.
The parametersλ andI control the arrival times of new requests. Thus in burst experi-
ment, allλ∗I requests come at the start of the interval; in non-burst experiment, the requests
arrive every1/λ time. For example, in a name addition experimentλ = 10, it means the
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Parameter Notation Brief Explanation
Request rate λ Request rate (name addition rate, name update rate,
or query rate). The unit is request number / second.
Interval size I Time of an interval with the unit as second.
This parameter is used only in burst experiments.
Name generator number NN Number of name generators.
Query generator number NQ Number of query generators.
Planet number NP Number of Planets running.
Host number NH Number of hosts that run Planets.
Running time T Running time for every experiment.
Name strand number A Number of name strands for a name, used only for
experiments varying the number of name strands.
Table 3.1: The table for all parameter definitions and brief explanations.
name generation produces 10 new names per second uniformly, that is, it produces one
name every 0.10 second. On the contrary, in a burst experiment for name addition, ifI is
10 seconds, the name generator produces 100 new names (ifλ ∗ I = 10 ∗ 10 = 100) as fast
as possible at the start of the 10-second interval. After finishing 100 names, it generates
no names until the next 10-second interval. Although the overall request rates in these two
cases are the same (100 per 10 seconds), the performance of Solar may be quite different.
In our experiments, we needed several name generator machines and query generator
machines so that we could generate requests fast enough and so that Solar would be faced
with concurrent requests. Note thatλ is a total request rate; since every generator generated
names or queries at the same rate, each ofn generators worked at rateλ/n. We chose to




All the experiments ran on the department’s Linux cluster (Jefferson; Figure3.5). Because
the experiments are time sensitive, this cluster can provide an exclusive environment. We
had no automatic mechanism to ensure that no other people were using the cluster, so we
built a cluster mailing list to arrange times for exclusive use of the cluster. Then we can
avoid the sharing of machine hardware resources to affect the experiment results. In this
section, we briefly introduce our cluster configuration.
3.5.1 Hardware configuration
Jefferson1 is a 32 node cluster machine with a head node for management. It has 64 pro-
cessors, that is, two processors for each node. Each node runs RedHat Linux 9 and Java
virtual machine 1.4.1. Each node has 4GB RAM, an Ultra320 36GB hard drive, gigabit
Ethernet, and pretty blinking lights. See Figure3.5and Table3.2.
3.5.2 Experiment setup
Considering the four aspects, different Planet numbers, different request distributions, dif-
ferent name actions and different name strand numbers, we briefly introduce the network
for our experiments. In our experiments we always ran 30 generators on 3 hosts, so there
were 10 generator instances on each host.
As an example, consider the 30 generators and 5 Planets shown in Figure3.6. The
Jefferson master node controls the experiment flow, and five Planets run on five hosts sep-
arately. Suppose they are Jefferson node1 to node 5, although actually we did not use the
hosts with the exact same numbers in the experiments. Jefferson node 11 to node 12 ran
multiple generator instances; each generator process connects to a specific Planet.
1http://jefferson.cs.dartmouth.edu
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CPU family 15 15
model 2 2
model name Intel (R) Xeon CPU 2.80GHz Intel (R) Xeon CPU 2.80GHz
stepping 7 7
CPU MHz 2795.330 2795.330
cache size 512 KB 512 KB
fdiv bug no no
hlt bug no no
foof bug no no
comabug no no
fpu yes yes
fpu exception yes yes
CPUid level 2 2
wp yes yes
bogomips 5583.66 5583.66
Table 3.2: Configuration of each node’s CPU.
To monitor the CPU utilization for every host (both generators and Planets), we ran
a little program on each host. When the experiment began, the master first rantop for
each host by running a shell script, then started the Planets automatically, and then starts
up the generators. Thetop program recorded the CPU utilization for its Planet host every
5 seconds.
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Figure 3.6: A network setup illustration for the case 30 generators and 5 Planets. Dashed




In this chapter, we present and explain our experimental results. For each of our four
experiment aspects, we use one section to discuss the purpose of these experiments, the
values and ranges of all the parameters used in the actual experiments, and the plotted
results. First we discuss how we measure the real request rate, because it often differed
from our desired request rate.
4.1 Request rate
One issue we should explain before presenting the result plots is the request rate. In the
experiments, we used 30 generator processes to generate new requests to Solar at a partic-
ular rate, say, 3 requests per second. The generator issued a request, waited for the reply,
slept until1/3 second had passed since the time the prior request was issued, and issued
the next request. In each new experiment, we increased each generator’s request rate by 1,
so that the total request rate increased by 30. When we examined our data, however, we
found that our desired rate was often not achieved. For example, suppose the experiment
involved 15 Planets and 30 generators, 3 strands per name, and a uniform request rate of
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name addition. As the desired request rate increased from 3 to 23, the interval between re-
quests decreased and became smaller than Solar’s response time. We plot the relationship
between the request time and the sequential request number in Figure4.1.
Figure 4.1 (a) and (b) show the desired rates 3 and 23 respectively. For clarity, we
randomly chose a subset of generators; otherwise the plots would be messy with all 30
generators. When the desired rate was low, like 3, the real rate was almost equal to the
desired rate, so all Planets have a diagonal line reflecting the desired rate. On the other
hand, plot (b) shows that the real request rate deviated from the desired rate the first few
requests, because Solar became busier with higher load and its response time increased,
thus the name generators were limited to send out more requests.
To calculate the real request rate, we saved several logs in the processing procedure,
shown in Figure4.2.
We log the subscribe operations, the names generated and the time submitted to Solar,
and the time the response came from Solar. Since we had carefully arranged for the sender
and receiver to be located on the same generator host, clock skew was not an issue. Using
the sender log and the receiver log, we computed the latency for every request. We counted
the number of the successful request records in the receiver log and divided by the running
time for one trial, 60 seconds in our case. So we calculate the real request rate for every
trial. In the following result plots, we use the real request rate rather than the desired request
rate.
4.2 Number of Planets
In this section, we plot the results of our experiments where we varied the number of
Planets. To estimate how Solar scaled with the number of Planets, we ran experiments
with 5, 10, and 15 Planets. We first present the results in which we discovered an unusual
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Figure 4.1: Results for real request trend.
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Figure 4.2: The logs collected in our experiments.
phenomenon. We then ran additional experiments to dig into the details.
In all the experiments, we increased Solar’s capacity by adding working nodes (Plan-
ets), and also increased the workload to Solar by adding to the request rate. With these
results, we may be able to choose a suitable number of Planets for a specific project, to
make good use of available resources by neither starting up too many Planets nor too few
Planets.
In all the tests, the request rate followed a uniform distribution, and the simulated names
are from the first-version name generators, and all names had 3 name strands. We tested all
the different name actions: name addition, name update, and name query. For each of the
three name actions, we have a single plot in Figure4.3 to show the results, wherey-axis
is average latency across all receivers andx-axis is total real request rate. We increased
the desired request rate from every name generator by 1 request/second; thus the total
increment of the desired request rate was 30 request/second. Note thatx-axis is real request
rate and may not reflect such uniform increase. The lines connecting points are drawn in
the order of increasing desired request rate.
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Figure 4.3: The results from the experiment with different number of Planets, for name
addition (a), update (b), and query (c).
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On each plot we compare the results of different numbers of Planets. Our test bed
limited us to 15 Planets, but 15 was enough for us to see how Solar reacted to increased
request load and varying capacity. Every curve has a similar trend; for low request rates the
latency was low and increased slowly with increased request rate; at some point the curve
turned backward with a larger latency increase and decreased real request rate.
As we expected, Solar could handle higher request load with more Planets. We found
that 5 Planets could handle between 150 and 200 requests per second; 10 Planets could
handle between 300 and 350 requests per second; and 15 Planets could handle between
500 to 550 requests per second.
The backward turning curves, however, are rather surprising, since we expect the la-
tency should stabilize as the request rate reached Solar’s capacity. Examining further the
“backward” curves in these plots, consider plot4.3 (a). Both the desired rate 3 requests
per second and 23 requests per second for 15 Planets had similar real request rates, about
90 requests per second. Oddly, the receivers perceived much different latency even though
Solar was under similar load.
We plot these two cases in Figure4.4, which shows the sequence of latencies experi-
enced by one of the generators. Figure4.4 (a) shows the relationship of the request start
time and latency when the desired rate was 3 requests per second. Generally the latency for
each request was similar with small variation. The first request clearly had a long latency,
because Solar needed to do some initialization and connection setup for the first request.
Figure 4.4 (b) shows the results when the desired rate was 23 requests per second.
We can easily see the requests’ increasing latency in the first several seconds. Why does
the latency increase? With higher request rates, Solar’s incoming request queue started to
accumulate as multiple generators raced to put in their requests. Later requests had to wait
for previous ones to finish, and thus effectively had a longer latency. As Solar became busy
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(b)
Figure 4.4: Examining the latency of individual requests, under low (3/second) and high
(23/second) request rates.
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Table 4.1: Request loss ratio measured at a particular receiver for each experiment.
processing rate that led to a stable average latency. However, we saw different behavior in
Figure4.3. At the same time, we found another strange phenomenon; that was there were
some dropped requests during the transition, shown in Table4.1. Since every name had a
unique identification number, we compared the sender’s log and receiver’s log by matching
the name ID, and counted the dropped requests.
Our Planets used TCP connection and none of the Planets crashed during our exper-
iments. The loss of requests thus might due to Solar’s internal timeout facility. Namely,
the party sending the request would time out and drop the request if it had not received an
acknowledgment about that request for a certain threshold (5 seconds in our case). This
is consistent with what we observed before, which means that the latency of completing
a request increased beyond the threshold and resulting in dropped requests and reduced
success request rate.
So why did the latency increase so much? We wanted to identify the bottleneck in
Solar. So we rantop , a monitoring program, on each host and we configuredtop to
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sample the local CPU utilization1 every 5 seconds. Figure4.5plots the data fromtop for
three pairs of cases. They are desired rate 2 requests per second and 9 requests per second
for 5 Planets, desired rate 2 requests per second and 18 requests per second for 10 Planets,
and desired rate 3 requests per second and 23 requests per second for 15 Planets. These
pairs of cases all had a similar real request rate but different latency. Everytop plot has
an x-axis range of 60 seconds because every experiment ran for one minute. They-axis
shows the measured CPU utilization in percentage.
From Figure4.5, we found that the Planet CPUs were not under high load, though in-
deed somewhat higher for high desired rate than for low desired rate. Although we may
miss some higher peaks of CPU utilization due to our 5-second sampling rate, it is obvious
that the CPUs were not consistently heavily loaded in any case. When the desired request
rate increased, the CPUs’ load increased then resulted in some latency increase, but not
enough to account for the large latency. What other sources could have triggered the la-
tency? It could not have been the generator CPUs since Figure4.6showed that the CPUs
for generator hosts were not overladed in the experiments. It also could not have been the
network, which was a 100 Mbps switched Ethernet within the cluster.
Consider how a Planet processes a name; it might involve multiple Planets since a name
with multiple name strands will be sent to other Planets for processing. In our experiment,
each generator was associated with a particular Planet in that it sent requests to a specific
assigned Planet. Then the receiving Planet may forward requests to other Planets for co-
operative processing. Every Planet had a single queue to store the requests before they
were processed. There were multiple threads to handle the name requests for each queue.
Generally, when many generators connect to one Planet and the desired rate was high, the
queue fills quickly and the requests in the tail would have high latency.
1We measured CPU idle fraction withop and subtract from 1 to obtain utilization percentage. Although
top itself possessed some CPU utilization, however, we did not need to know the exact CPU utilization and
thustop ’s occupation could be ignored in our case.
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Figure 4.5: The Planettop results for three pairs of cases.
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Figure 4.6: The generatortop results for three pairs of cases.
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We performed a separate experiment to measure the performance of that threadpool.
In the main thread of our test process, we used a tight loop to inject 500 requests into the
5-thread threadpool (loaded from an external library that used Java threads). We simulated
request handling by sleeping 20 milliseconds. We found that the first couple of requests
had large latency due to creation of new threads, as shown in Figure4.7. Then the la-
tency stabilized as requests filled threadpool’s queue. After some period, however, some
requests had an abnormally large processing time. The reason for this phenomena is un-
fair thread scheduling. Namely, some threads (requests) were unfairly held in the pool
longer than other threads before they got a chance to finish, which means it is not a strictly
round-robin thread scheduling policy. This behavior could be caused either by JVM or
the threadpool library itself. In Java 2 Release, the Hotspot virtual machine uses system
threads to implement Java threads. Because Linux threads are essentially implemented as
a cloned process,2 and process priority is dynamic in Linux, the scheduler keeps track of
all processes (not only our test threads)’s activity and adjusts their priorities periodically,
and could not guarantee round-robin policy for our threadpool.3 The threadpool we used
is an external module and we could not confirm whether it also contributed to the biased
scheduling.
Also, we expected that the cooperative name-processing procedure may be a factor.
Note that the requests coming from the generators and the requests from other Planets
go through the same queue and thus may result in longer latency. For example, in the
Figure4.8, Planet A forwards Request 1 to Planet B, C and D for cooperative processing.
Because of the higher desired rate, queues for those Planets are accumulated, so Planet
B, C and D can not process this request immediately. It means that Request 1 will not



















Figure 4.7: Latency behavior of Solar’s request handling thread pool.
same time, other requests before Request 1 also need a cooperative processing by other
Planets. Consider the case that many Planets forward requests to some Planet, e.g., Planet
B and D forward their requests to Planet C, then Planet C has longer queue than any of
others. Thus it may lead even longer latency and probably timeout happens. We believe
that the cooperative name processing, which forced requests to go through multiple queues
contented with other requests, had a big impact on the request processing latency.
As a possible tail problem from this cooperative name-processing procedure, a potential
“deadlock” may happen because that multiple Planets forward requests to each other at
the same time and mutually wait other parts to finish the processing. This situation, not
surprisingly, leads to reduce the number of successful requests and increase the latency
largely. We do not, however, expect this deadlock would happen frequently since each
Planet had a thread pool (5 concurrent threads) handling incoming requests. Even this
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Figure 4.8: Cooperative name processing procedure.
situation happens in the name processing, it is not like the classic problem in operating
system [10, 37, 18]. It is not either necessarily, complete or forever. It is not necessarily
because deadlock will only occur if all the threads are blocked and form circular waiting,
although higher request rate and more name strands make the probability higher. And it
is not complete because other Planets may still work after two or some Planets happen
this situation. Also it is not forever because Solar can get this situation away by passive
expiration. As the active solution, two queues on each Planet, one for “external” requests
directly from generators and the other one for “internal” requests from other Planets, and
high priority on the internal queue may work.
In summary, we found that there were several sources that caused large request latency,
which eventually led to request timeout and decreased successful request rate. All the
latency sources, busier CPU load, biased thread scheduling in the request handling pool,
and contentions of multiple queues that the request had to go through, are all legitimate
reasons causing the backward curves in Figure4.3. We could not, however, identify exactly
which one or combined ones happened due to the lack of a fine granularity logging facility
in Solar. We do recommend Solar use separate queues to handle “internal” and “external”
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requests, and employ a thread pool using a round-robin scheduler.
4.3 Name action
We have three name actions: name addition, name update; described in Section 3.1.3.
These experiments help us to understand some of Solar’s inner operations on different
name actions.
We rearrange the result logs from previous experiments and compare the performance
of different name actions, using a uniform distribution and 3 name strands. We show the
results in Figure4.9, focusing on the lower-latency portion of the result space.
Solar has different operations for different requests: name addition, name update or
name query, so naturally Solar needed different time to handle different kind of name ac-
tions. Although name update is similar to name addition, it has one additional operation:
unadvertisement. Solar requires that any existing resources unadvertise its old name before
it may advertise a new name. This additional operation resulted in the name update being
slower than name addition. For name query operations, the name-matching operation dom-
inated the whole transaction. Solar first filters some possible desired names for matching,
and then matches the desired names with the query to select a name to return. Before the
name query operation occurred, we warmed up the name directory by adding some names
to Solar. In our case, the busier test had larger directory. Thus when the desired query rate
was higher, the name directory in every Planet was larger, causing Solar to use more time
to match queries.
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In addition to the request rate, we assume that the request distribution may also affect
Solar’s workload and that different distributions may lead to different performance. We
designed three request distributions: uniform distribution, burst distribution, and exponen-
tial distribution. In the uniform distribution a generator sends requests evenly spaced in
time (although, as we noted earlier, it may get behind schedule). In the burst case a gener-
ator sends requests one after another without pause, until the desired number per interval
has occurred. The exponential distribution submits requests whose arrival times follow an
exponential distribution of the given mean.
We ran experiments with 15 Planets and 30 generators, and 3 strands per name. For
each of the name actions, (name addition, name update, and name query), we have a single
plot with a curve for each of the three distributions within Figure4.10.
All three plots look similar, and in each the difference between distributions is more
apparent when the request rate was the in medium range, about from 200 to 350 per sec-
ond. On the other two ends, the difference decreases, which is not surprising. When the
request rate was low, Solar was not congested and the latency remained low, because any
bursts were easily absorbed. When the request rate was high, the queues were congested
regardless of the distribution; indeed, the generators sent requests one after another without
any pause and thus all distributions were effectively the same. Only a moderate request rate
displayed the effect between distributions.
4.5 Number of strands
Because Solar several duplicate copies of each name, according to the number of name
strands, the number of name strands may affect the overall performance. We expect that
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Figure 4.10: The results for different request distributions (focused on the lower latency
portion of the results). The blue star line is for uniform, the green plus sign line is for
exponential, and the red circle line is for burst. The x-axis is request rate with the unit of
per second; the y-axis is latency with the unit of millisecond.
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the more name strands, the longer latency, because Solar needs to do more operations on
each name. We measured the performance of Solar when names had 10 strands, 30 strands,
and 50 strands on 10 Planets, 30 generators and a uniform distribution with different name
actions. Because we chose 10 Planets, on average each Planet had 1, 3 or 5 copies for each
name. The results are shown in Figure4.11.
We used a lower desired request rate in this experiment, varied from 1 to 17 requests per
second per generator, because names with more strands tended to use more Planets when
processing, resulting in a more complex cooperative processing procedure. So we focus on
the cases with the low or medium desired request rate. Compared with the 3-strand case,
the larger names have lower scalability: the 10-strand case could be scaled to about 200
requests per second; the 30-strand case could be scaled to about 160 requests per second;
and the 50-strand case was even lower, 100 requests per second. Not surprisingly, the name
with more strands did require the processing of more requests, and thus longer queues, and
thus latency was more affected by the many causes discussed in Section 4.2
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Figure 4.11: The results for different numbers of name strands, for name addition (a),




In this chapter, we describe two resource-discovery systems that are quite related to Solar.
The Intentional Naming System (INS) is a resource-discovery and service-location sys-
tem for mobile devices. INS/Twine is a scalable resource-discovery system, an upgraded
version of INS. They both letresolverscollaborate as peers to distribute resource informa-
tion and to resolve queries. In our description, we focus on their performance evaluation
methods and results.
5.1 INS’s Evaluation
The Intentional Naming System (INS) [1] is a distributed resource-discovery and service
location-system for dynamic and mobile networks of devices and computers. INS uses a
simple language based on attributes and values for its names. Applications use the language
to describe what they are looking for, i.e., theirintent. Thus, names areintentional; they
describe application intent in the form of properties and attributes of resources and data,
rather than simply network locations of objects, which is the way most traditional naming
systems like the DNS work today. To learn and share information about names, INRs
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(Intentional Name Resolvers) communicate via a name discovery protocol. The protocol
uses periodic updates to disseminate name changes, and uses triggered updates for fast
changes. INS saves names in the directory, a copy of which is on every resolver of INS.
Although INS has many interesting characteristics, here we consider their performance
evaluation method, rather than the resource discovery service itself.
The paper [1] analyzes the performance of the INS name-lookup (query) algorithm and
presents the results of their experiments with the lookup algorithm and name discovery
protocol. They first define some key parameters in their experiments:d, one-half the depth
of name-specifiers, which are the intentional name expressions used by INS;ra, the range
of possible attributes in name-specifiers;rv, the range of possible values in name-specifiers;
andna, the actual number of attributes in name-specifiers. Second, they constructed a large
random name tree for name space, and timed how long it took to perform 1000 random
lookup operations on the tree. The name specifiers and the name trees were uniformly
chosen with the same parameters as in the above analysis. Then they variedn, th number
of distinct names in the tree and measured the lookup times. They fixed the parameters at
ra = 3, rv = 3, na = 2, andd = 3, and variedn from 100 to 14300 in increments of 100.
After experiments, they found that for this name-tree and name-specifier structure, their
performance went from a maximum of about 900 lookups per second to a minimum of
about 700 lookups per second.
For the name discovery protocol, they measured the performance of INS in discovering
new service providers. In their system, when an INR observes a new name-specifier from
a service advertisement, it processes the update message and performs a lookup operation
on the name-tree to see if a name-specifier with the same AnnouncerID already exists. If
it does not find it, it grafts the name-specifier onto its name-tree and propagates a triggered
update to its neighbors. Thus the name discovery time,Td(n) = n× (Tl + Tg + Tup + d),
whereTl is the lookup time,Tg is the graft time,Tup is the updating processing time,d
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is the one-way network delay between any two INR nodes andn is the number of hops
when propagating the name. They found that typical discovery times are only a few tens
of milliseconds, and dominated by network transmission delays. And they concluded that
Td(n) is indeed linear inn, with a slope of less than 10ms/hop.
They also measured the performance of the overall system when both name lookup
and name discovery occur simultaneously. They introduced avirtual space, a partition
mechanism, to reduce the volume of periodic advertisements needed to maintain state in
the system and to isolate disjoint parts of the namespace. There are three cases: local
destination, in which sender and receiver are on the same node; same virtual space, in which
sender and receiver are not on the same node but in the same virtual space; and different
virtual space, in which sender and receiver are in the different virtual space. They sent a
burst of messages at 15-second intervals. For the first case, the processing time varies from
3.1 ms per packet with 250 names to 19 ms per packet with 5000 names. For the second
case, the next-hop processing time is about 9.8 ms per packet during the burst. For the last
case, they found a time of 381 ms to resolve and route the burst of 100 messages.
5.2 INS/Twine
With an increasingly large and dynamic computing environment comes the challenge of a
scalable resource discovery service. INS/Twine was designed to update INS by achieving
a large scalability, although INS itself has some scalability mechanisms, such as Domain
Space Resolvers (DSRs) and Partitioned Virtual Spaces [22]. The INS/Twine discovery
scheme was the inspiration for Solar, although they use different substrate routing proto-
cols. As with Solar, INS/Twine splits each name into stands and saves the name on each
node identified by the key resulting from hashing each strand of the name. Since INS/Twine
discovers names in a similar way, the evaluation of INS/Twine is definitely related with our
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work.
INS/Twine [2] evaluates its strand-splitting algorithm by examining the distribution of
strands from splitting real resource descriptions, then examining how data and queries are
distributed among resolvers, and finally evaluating the query success rate in the presence
of failures.
For the strand-splitting algorithm, their goal was to determine how many strands are
produced by such descriptions and how often the same strands come up. They use two data
sets: the first one is bibliographical entries from some Latex files and the second one is a
directory of tagged MP3 files. They found that bibliographical entries contain 12.9 strands
on average whereas MP3 tags produce an average of 8.7 strands. Also they found that some
strands are more popular than others. Nine strands appear in over 10% of bibliographical
descriptions and three strands come up in over 10% of all MP3 files. Thus they concluded
that their splitting algorithm splits real descriptions into a reasonable number of strands and
that most descriptions are composed of unique strands.
For the resource distribution, their goal was to evaluate the quality of data distribution in
INS/Twine. They ran some Intentional Name Resolvers (INR), and connected some client
applications to the resolvers. Each client application inserted some resource descriptions in
different numbers. They found that over half of the resolvers hold information about less
than 15% of resources for both data sets. Based on this discovery, they said increasing the
proportion of number of strands to number of resolvers increases the fraction of resources
known by each node. They compute the expected value for the fraction of resource infor-
mation stored at each resolver to be(SK)/N , whereS is the average number of strands
in resource description,K is the configurable replication level, andN is the number of re-
solvers in the network. After the experiments, they concluded that data is evenly distributed
in INS/Twine with each resolver holding only a small subset of resource descriptions.
For a given query distribution and success rate, their goal was to find the query success
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rate as a function of the fraction of failed resolvers. They selected some descriptions as
queries and submitted them to randomly selected resolvers. Then they shut down some
resolvers in different numbers and counted the success of queries. In the worst scenario,
in which only one strand was randomly selected from each resource description to serve as
query. They calculated the query success rate, using the formula(F/N)k whereF is the
number of failed nodes,N is the number of total number, andk is the replicating level.
5.3 Comparison
INS, INS/Twine and Solar have many similarities. They are all attribute-based distributed
resource-discovery systems, with directory registration and de-registration. The INS paper
discusses name discovery performance, using a latency metric similar to the name update
latency metric we used in our evaluation (Chapter3). Our name-strand number experiments
are inspired by the name-strand performance experiment in INS/Twine.
However, there are some differences between these evaluations. Considering the scal-
ability experiments first, the INS evaluation includes a name-lookup performance exper-
iment, in which the researchers build a name tree (name directory) on a local node and
scale the name tree size from 100 to 14300 names. We also focus on scalability, by scal-
ing the name request rate other than scaling the name directory volume as INS did. So
the INS experiments involved only local operations in their scalability experiments, but we
evaluated Solar’s resource discovery using network operations. Then INS measured name
discovery performance by using the latency metric counting time from the name begins to
be processed to name is ready to send out to the applications, which is similar with our
name update latency metric. The last INS experiment, involves virtual spaces and is thus
not closely related to our evaluation.
In INS/Twine, the name-split algorithm performance is tested by inputting two kinds of
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files, the data distribution experiment focused on the fraction of resource information stored
at each node, and query-success measured how many queries can be correctly completed
with some node failures. That is, INS/Twine did not measure scalability directly although it
was designed to increase scalability. Indeed, they did not do any speed testing at all. Thus
it is hard to compare our methodology with theirs and we would say these evaluations are
complementary.
5.4 Others
Jini is a Java-based infrastructure that provides a directory protocol for service registra-
tion and a discovery protocol for service binding [38]. The registration is attribute-based
and the directories can be federated. Domain Name System (DNS) is used to locate In-
ternet services and it uses a hierarchical naming structure [26]. DNS is not designed for
pervasive-computing environment, thus it can not tolerate frequent name updates. Like
DNS, Jini is designed for Internet-based services originally (requires multicast and full-
blown JVM) [16], though it has potential to be used for pervasive-computing small devices,
using recently proposed Jini Surrogate Specification (see [20]). Since neither systems uses
an overlay-based directory distribution, our evaluation framework and results may not ap-
ply directly to Jini and DNS.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, we evaluate the performance of Solar’s resource-discovery service. In the
previous chapters, we define the problem scope, introduce the pertinent background in-
formation, described the methodology, discuss the experimental results and present some
related work. In this chapter, we summarize our contributions, discuss future work and
some limitations of our current approach, and conclude.
6.1 Contributions
This thesis makes several contributions.
• We evaluated the performance of a distributed resource-discovery service with a fo-
cus on scalability, using a large number of requests. We also tested how the service
handles a dynamic namespace, which is unusual in existing literature. The scalability
and naming dynamics are important in a pervasive-computing environment.
• We built a configurable test framework that generates common naming operation
requests. We believe that framework, with some adaptation, could be used to eval-
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uate other resource-discovery services, allowing a performance comparison across
different services.
• During our performance study, we discovered an implementation issue in Solar’s
resource-discovery service, and offered a possible solution. We believe that this may
be a common issue for distributed cooperative systems.
6.2 Future work
There are some opportunities for improving or extending our work.
• In our experiments, we used multiple generators and multiple Planets, which run on
multiple hosts. These processes did not start up at the same time, which may have
led to some noise in the data. For example, the Planet may not be tested with the
desired request distribution as the generators may have started slightly late.
• Our generators could not achieve a high desired request rate; the best was only about
25 requests per second for each generator process. One reason is that the granularity
of Java’s timer is about 20ms, and the generator can not sleep shorter than the interval.
In the future work, we may refine the generators to improve the generating efficiency.
• In our experiments, we ran one Planet per host although several Planet instances can
run on one host at the same time. We did not do any experiments on multiple Planets
per host. It may be interesting to explore.
• Planets are involved in other business, e.g., operators and event flows. These other
functions of Planets may affect the resource-discovery service. In the future work,
we may design some experiments to figure out do these modules affect resource-
discovery or vice versa.
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• It would be useful to evaluate Solar under a real workload, rather than the synthetic
workload presented by our generators.
6.3 Conclusion
Many pervasive-computing applications need to locate resources (sources of information,
services, or local devices) and thus require a resource-discovery service with sufficient flex-
ibility and speed. A detailed evaluation of a resource-discovery service reveals the overall
performance and helps to discover its limitations. We evaluated Solar’s resource-discovery
module with a focus on scalability and naming dynamics. We explored four aspects: differ-
ent numbers of Planets, different request distributions, different name actions, and different
numbers of name strands. The results from these experiments show that Solar’s resource
discovery performed generally well in a dynamic environment, and that it can be scaled
to different degrees by starting up different numbers of Planets or using names with dif-
ferent numbers of strands. On the other hand, we also discovered some issues in Solar’s
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